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Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall cryptocurrency 

Market Cap stands at $274 Billion We have seen a $27 Billion Increase in the Market Cap since the last 

week. Bitcoin price currently around $8775 and ether price is currently at $272. The current market cap 

for bitcoin is $155 Billion and for altcoins the current market cap is $119 Billion.

Percentage of Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin   56.73%

Ethereum  10.52%

Bitcoin Cash  2.86%

Litecoin  2.62%

Ripple   6.63%

Dash   0.54%

NEM   0.30%

Monero  0.61%

IOTA   0.44%

NEO   0.29%

Other   18.46%



The rally in Bitcoin is attracting a large number of investors. Coinmetrics.io co-founder Nic Carter, 

recently tweeted that the number of addresses holding at least 0.1 BTC has made a new all time high. 

This shows a surge in demand that will be bullish for the leading cryptocurrency in the long-term.

While in dollar terms, Bitcoin is still well below its lifetime highs, it has hit a new high against the 

Argentine peso. The Latin American nation is facing hyper-inflation that has devalued its currency to 

such an extent that people who bought Bitcoin even at the top in end-2017 are sitting on profits. This 

shows how Bitcoin acts as a store of value.

However, even with all the bullish signals, we believe that the rally is likely to hit a wall soon. It is unlikely 

to skyrocket towards the highs without witnessing sharp corrections in between. Therefore, instead of 

chasing the price higher, we suggest traders wait for the sharp pullbacks to buy.

The upcoming halvening in Bitcoin is also attracting long-term investors. Previous two instances of 

halvening in Bitcoin had resulted in strong rallies and some investors expect a repeat this time again. 

Additionally, the buzz around the launch of Facebook’s own cryptocurrency is also cheering the 

markets. After all, with its huge client base, Facebook can singlehandedly boost the use and interest in 

cryptocurrencies. While the fundamental developments are positive. 
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BITCOIN - BTC/USD

Bitcoin extended its up move on May 26 and broke out of the overhead resistance at $8,488. The bulls 

have managed to sustain the price above the breakout level for the past two days, which is a bullish sign. 

With both the moving averages trending up and the RSI in the overbought zone, the path of least 

resistance is to the upside. The next target to watch on the upside is $10,000, which is likely to act as a 

stiff resistance.

The pace of the current rally is unsustainable. We anticipate a stiff resistance in the $8,488-$10,000 
zone. If the price slips below $8,488, it will signal a lack of demand at higher levels. However, the trend will 

weaken only after the digital currency breaks down of the 20-day EMA because the bears have not 

managed two consecutive closes (UTC time) below the 20-day EMA since breaking out of it on Feb. 08. 
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

The bulls pushed Ethereum above the overhead resistance of $255 on May 26. They are now 

attempting to scale above $281.77. Both the moving averages are sloping up and the RSI is in the 

overbought zone, which shows that the bulls are in charge. 

The next stop is the $300-$322 resistance zone. We anticipate the bears to defend this zone with 

strength. Therefore, traders who are left with 50% of their long positions based on our earlier 

recommendation can book complete profits above $300. Until then, the stops can be raised to $245.

Our bullish view will be invalidated if the cryptocurrency turns around from the current levels and dives 

below $255. That will indicate profit booking at higher levels. A breakdown of the 20-day EMA will signal 
a deeper correction.
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XRP has bounced off the 20-day EMA, which is a positive sign. It will now attempt to climb above the 
overhead resistance of $0.46669. The 20-day EMA is sloping up and the RSI is in the positive territory. 

This suggests that the bulls are at an advantage in the short-term. A breakout of the overhead 

resistance can propel the price to $0.6270. 

Our bullish view will be negated if the bulls fail to breakout of $0.46669. In such a case, a drop to the 

20-day EMA is probable. If this support also fails to hold, the cryptocurrency can correct to $0.35.

Traders who are long on our earlier recommendation can trail the stop loss higher to $0.34. Let’s reduce 

our risk.

9

Bitcoin cash is trading inside an ascending channel and is facing resistance just above the $450 mark. 

The trend remains bullish as both the moving averages are sloping up and the RSI is close to the 

overbought zone. A breakout and close (UTC time) above the channel can result in a quick rally to 

$638.55.

On the other hand, if the bulls fail to scale above the overhead resistance, the digital currency can again 

dip to the 20-day EMA, which is a strong support. But if this support cracks, the slide can extend to the 

50-day SMA and below it to the support line of the channel. We shall wait for a reliable buy setup to form 

before recommending a trade in it. 

BITCOIN CASH  - BCH/USD
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EOS bounced off the 20-day EMA and has cleared the overhead resistance of $6.938393 on May 27. 

This is a bullish sign. Both the moving averages sloping up and the RSI is in the overbought zone, which 

confirms that the bulls are in command. The cryptocurrency should now extend its rally to $9, where it 

is likely to face a stiff resistance.

Though we are bullish on the cryptocurrency, we would not suggest chasing the prices higher. We 

expect a retest of the breakout level of $6.938393 in the next few days. If the bulls succeed in holding 

the support, the digital currency is likely to start a new uptrend. Therefore, we recommend traders wait 

for a successful retest of the breakout levels and then buy closer to $7-$7.2 on the way up.

Contrary to our assumption, if the bears sink the price below $6.938393, EOS can dip to the 20-day 

EMA. If this support also gives way, it will lose momentum and might enter a consolidation.
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https://digitaldollarcoin.com/
http://digitaldollarcoin.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/WhitePaperDDCT.pdf
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https://forkdelta.app/#!/trade/0xb0dc7fdb068aba78cd79e1bf9006196ff3299c8f-ETH
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https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=1412947;sa=showPosts
https://twitter.com/DigitalDDCT
https://www.reddit.com/user/DDCTcoin
https://github.com/henryb2000/DDCT
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An Israeli court has ruled that bitcoin is an asset, confirming the central bank’s stance. The case involves 
the country’s tax authority and the founder of a blockchain startup who argues that profits from the 
sale of cryptocurrency should be tax-free. The court has ruled in favor of the tax authority, endorsing 

the central bank’s definition of currency.

Latest Court Ruling on Nature of Bitcoin

An Israeli central district court reportedly ruled in favor of the country’s tax authority Monday, 

recognizing bitcoin as a financial asset and not a currency. Profits on its sale in Israel are therefore 
subject to capital gains tax.

Judge Shmuel Bornstein simultaneously rejected an appeal by the founder of a blockchain startup who 

argues that bitcoin should be considered a currency, so the proceeds from its sale should not be subject 

to taxation. Globes daily financial newspaper reported Tuesday:

“The Central District Court in Lod accepted the tax authority’s interpretation, and held that bitcoin is an 

asset and not a currency, and that the transaction in question is therefore taxable”

Emphasizing that the status of bitcoin is still undefined in the country, the judge stated in his ruling that 
“it was hard to envisage a result whereby bitcoin would be considered a currency for tax purposes in 

particular,” the news outlet conveyed, noting that the case could reach the supreme court.

Cryptonaire Weekly | May  28th 2019 +44 (0) 207 193 293113

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/israeli-court-bitcoin-asset/
https://news.bitcoin.com/israeli-court-bitcoin-asset/
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After the rise of Bitcoin, several central banks around the world have started to talk about something 

often known as a Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). These tokens would act as digital money that 

would be emitted by the Central Bank.

Now, an official from the European Central Bank (ECB) has affirmed that there are several benefits in 

using CBDCs. He also affirmed that people should be cautious, but that the benefits existed 

nevertheless.

Vitas Vasilauskas, currently the chairman of the Board of the Bank of Lithuania and the council of the 

ECB, made his speech at the Bank of International Settlements’ Reinventing Bretton Woods 

Committee. The speech was done during a conference that was focused on the global economy.

During the talks, he affirmed that CBDCs could be used as a medium of exchange by the banks, being 

as much a way to pay for goods as a way to store value. Therefore, he believes that they will be more 

akin to fiat currency than with the cryptocurrencies, as some Bitcoin fans would have wanted.

He also affirmed that they could be offered in two ways. They could be used by retail investors or more 

focused on institutions. One of the benefits named by him is that they could mean more efficiency in 

making payments as they are digital. They could also be considerably more liquid and reduce 

counterparty risks.

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/eu-central-bank-executive-shares-the-potential-upside-to-a-central-bank-digital-currency-cbdcs/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/eu-central-bank-executive-shares-the-potential-upside-to-a-central-bank-digital-currency-cbdcs/
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Gaining an eye-popping 135%, bitcoin has smoked even the most impressive U.S. stocks this year. 

Even if you take the top performers from the Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P 500, and Nasdaq – 

which are Cisco Systems (CSCO), Xerox (XRX), and Beyond Meat (BYND), respectively – they can’t 

touch BTC/USD for returns. Here are the charts to prove it.

DOW’S BEST STOCK CAN’T TOUCH BITCOIN IN 2019

Cisco Systems has benefitted from a restructuring spearheaded by CEO Chuck Robbins and so far has 

shrugged off any threats from Trump’s trade war with China. Some analysts are now anticipating that 

Cisco Systems might see some upside from rival Huawei’s major political problems. No matter how 

good things have been for the Dow’s best-performing member this year, bitcoin has still left it in the 

dust by more than 100% YTD.

BEST NASDAQ IPO SINCE 2000 IS NO MATCH FOR BTC

Beyond Meat’s recent IPO was extremely impressive, posting the best offering for nearly two decades. 

As the only vegan play in town, this Nasdaq-listed burger maker demonstrated it could raise cash with 

the best of them. Unfortunately, like the Dow, the Nasdaq’s finest was no match for bitcoin (BTC/USD). 

It is worth noting that the IPO price for BYND was $25, so technically it is up 230%. But given it was 

almost impossible for retail investors to secure this price, Yahoo considers the opening price to be 

around $60.
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Read more...

https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-obliterated-dow-stocks-2019
https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-obliterated-dow-stocks-2019
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Vitalik Buterin, co-founder of Ethereum, has proposed a new implementation for Ethereum that 

would provide a degree of anonymity to ‘one-off’ ETH transactions.

With cryptocurrency adoption gaining steam throughout the first half of 2019, some of the industry 

focus is beginning to shift on towards privacy and protecting the anonymity of cryptocurrency 

users–all while maintaining the integrity of public blockchains.

It may seem contradictory that an open-ledger, open-source technology like cryptocurrency would 

attempt to disguise itself with anonymous transactions. However, as Buterin writes in a post 

published on Wednesday,

“We need a first step toward more privacy.”

In the post Buterin outlines a proposal that would allow Ethereum users to obscure their activity on 

the blockchain when sending fixed quantities of ETH. Buterin calls his design a “minimal mixer” 

protocol, focused on ‘one-off’ privacy transactions as opposed gearing the entire network to 

anonymity in the vein of Monero or ZCash.

Buterin points out the obvious in users attempting to obscure their behavior on a blockchain. While 

they may operate out of multiple addresses, the original transactions sending ETH to those wallets 

are still traceable on the public leger, “reveal[ing] the link between them.”

Read more...

https://ethereumworldnews.com/vitalik-buterin-proposes-privacy-solution-for-ethereum-eth-transactions/
https://ethereumworldnews.com/vitalik-buterin-proposes-privacy-solution-for-ethereum-eth-transactions/
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China updated its cryptocurrency rankings on May 23 — with eos retaining the top spot and bitcoin 

moving up three places.

The government-sponsored index assessed each blockchain on three criteria: technology, application 

and innovation.

Joining EOS in the top five was tron, ether, steem and ontology.

Despite its dominance in the crypto industry overall, Bitcoin was in 12th place. While it scored well for 

creativity, it placed behind EOS in the score for basic technology.

The rankings were released by the Center for Information and Industry Development in collaboration 

with China’s Ministry for Industry and Information Technology.

This is the 12th assessment to take place, and updates are now being made once every two months 

instead of monthly, the notice reads.

Eos has held the top spot since June 2018, while tron has managed to stay in second place since 

February 2019.
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Read more...

https://ethereumworldnews.com/vitalik-buterin-proposes-privacy-solution-for-ethereum-eth-transactions/
https://ethereumworldnews.com/vitalik-buterin-proposes-privacy-solution-for-ethereum-eth-transactions/
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A new crypto exchange platform in which Yahoo Japan owns a major stake is about to launch after over 

a year in development.

The new platform, called Taotao, announced on Twitter Sunday that it will go live on Thursday, May 30, 

at midday local time.

According to the Taotao website, the exchange will be offering a mobile app alongside its online 
platform, and will offer trading in bitcoin (BTC) and ether (ETH) at launch.

The firm will also be making leverage available for interested traders, with three more cryptos added to 
the available options: XRP, litecoin (LTC) and bitcoin cash (BCH).

Taotao is regulated as a virtual currency exchange business under Financial Services Agency, with its 

website proudly displaying the registration number 00001.

That early registration comes via the exchange’s previous FSA-licensed iteration, the BitARG 

exchange, in which Yahoo Japan bought a 40-percent stake last March. It was reported at the time by 

Nikkei Asian Review that Yahoo Japan had taken the stake with the aim of developing a new exchange 

platform using BitARG’s technology.

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/yahoo-japan-backed-crypto-exchange-taotao-launches-this-week
https://www.coindesk.com/yahoo-japan-backed-crypto-exchange-taotao-launches-this-week
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An Indian supreme court advocate has shared some thoughts on the kind of cryptocurrency 

regulation India can benefit from. The right regulatory framework “would ensure transparency, 
oversight and accountability,” but a “one size fits all” regulation would be a mistake, she explains. 
Meanwhile, the Indian crypto community and industry bodies have urged the central bank to allow 

crypto businesses to participate in its new regulatory sandbox.

How India Could Regulate the Crypto Industry

The regulatory framework for cryptocurrency in India is being finalized by an interministerial panel 
headed by Subhash Chandra Garg, Secretary of Department of Economic Affairs. The media recently 
reported that a draft bill has been circulating among relevant ministries for discussion. In an interview 

with the Economic Times CIO, N.S. Nappinai, a supreme court advocate and cyber law specialist, 

shared her thoughts on cryptocurrency regulation in India. She said:

“Regulation would ensure transparency, oversight and accountability. The onus or burden on the 
government may be shifted to exchanges or other platforms offering virtual currencies or trading 
thereon.”

“Explicit terms of functioning for such exchanges can regulate the kinds of virtual currencies that may be 
traded, the modes and methods of reporting, the restrictions on trading (including on valuation spurts 
etc.,) and also investor protection provisions can be incorporated,” the advocate suggested.

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/yahoo-japan-backed-crypto-exchange-taotao-launches-this-week
https://www.coindesk.com/yahoo-japan-backed-crypto-exchange-taotao-launches-this-week
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Strategists from United States banking giant JPMorgan Chase (JPM) have argued that bitcoin (BTC)’s 

recent rally has ostensibly soared past what they calculate to be its intrinsic value. Their analysis was 

reported by Bloomberg on May 20.

The strategists — who reportedly include JPMorgan global market strategist Nikolaos Panigirtzoglou 

—  judge that the top coin has recently been trading in a way that mirrors its late 2017 rally, which 

preceded a protracted price slump.

To ascertain the coin’s intrinsic value, the strategists reportedly analyzed bitcoin as a commodity and 

calculated its cost of production based on parameters such as estimated computational power, 

electricity costs and hardware energy efficiency, Bloomberg notes. They reportedly stated:

“Over the past few days, the actual price has moved sharply over marginal cost. This divergence between 
actual and intrinsic values carries some echoes of the spike higher in late 2017, and at the time this 
divergence was resolved mostly by a reduction in actual prices.”

Bitcoin — which has seen a renewed lease of life since April — has traded as high as almost $8,300 

within the last week — having traded sideways below $5,000 throughout February and March. In 

mid-December 2018, the top coin had traded below the $3,300 mark — with its current price point 

thus representing a roughly 150% gain over its bear market lows.

Read more...

https://cryptoslate.com/ethereum-foundation-reveals-its-development-plans-for-the-next-year/
https://cryptoslate.com/ethereum-foundation-reveals-its-development-plans-for-the-next-year/
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Of course, Microsoft has long had its beady corporate eye on the crypto-space. Back in 2017, it set 

out an ambitious strategy to jump on the blockchain bandwagon. Most recently, this has seen it 

become an integral partner in several luxury brands’ move into blockchain authentication.

On a more Bitcoin-specific note, it is developing a Digital ID system on the Bitcoin blockchain and is a 
major investor in the Bakkt Bitcoin-futures platform.

Not forgetting that Bing is one of the market leaders when it comes to blocking cryptocurrency ads… 

no wait, hang on.

THE BITCOIN COMMUNITY DOESN’T � MICROSOFT

Naturally, the cryptocurrency community has shown a healthy amount of skepticism when it comes 

to Microsoft. After all, the company does have some previous when it comes to adopting popular 

‘new’ technologies.

Read more...

https://cryptoslate.com/ethereum-foundation-reveals-its-development-plans-for-the-next-year/
https://cryptoslate.com/ethereum-foundation-reveals-its-development-plans-for-the-next-year/
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United States telecom and media giant AT&T now accepting cryptocurrency for paying phone bills 

online, according to an official press release on May 23. AT&T will process bills paid in cryptocurrency 
using crypto payments platform BitPay.

BitPay is a platform that converts cryptocurrencies to fiat and is used by over 20,000 businesses. 
AT&T is reportedly the first United States-based business in the wireless network industry to offer bill 
payments with BitPay.

Kevin McDorman, vice president of AT&T Communications Finance Business Operations, said, “We 

have customers who use cryptocurrency, and we are happy we can offer them a way to pay their bills 
with the method they prefer.”

Near the end of 2018, AT&T announced that it was working on a suite of blockchain solutions 

compatible with Microsoft Azure and the IBM Blockchain Platform. The stated aim of the suite is to 

provide “additional transparency and accountability to even the most complex supply chains” for 

institutional customers in fields such as manufacturing, retail, and healthcare.

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/us-telecoms-giant-att-now-accepting-crypto-payments-via-bitpay
https://cointelegraph.com/news/us-telecoms-giant-att-now-accepting-crypto-payments-via-bitpay
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Project Details: 

Xeonbit is the private digital currency for secure payment network fully decentralized without any central 

authorities. It’s a community’s lifestyle, backbone and commercial foundation for the internet. 

Decentralized digital currency is slowly becoming a normal part of everyday life. Yet people’s main 

internet device continues to be their mobile, a device with a low-powered CPU and limited available 

storage. Xeonbit is about enabling this era, enabling an age where all people everywhere have the 

freedom to privately send and receive money with whatever gadget they already own. With Xeonbit you 

are your own bank. There is only you can control and be responsible for your funds. Your accounts and 

transaction are out of reach to any prying eyes. Xeonbit uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no 

central authority or banks; managing transactions and the issuing of bitcoins is carried out collectively by 

the internet network.

https://xeonbit.com/
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In the last 30 days google searches for Bitcoin has nearly Trippled due to the recent spike and rally in Bitcoin.  

According to Google Trends data and “ Digital Currency are getting the highest search results. Xeonbit is one 

of the Private Digital currencies for a secure payment network. Xeonbit is not only a cryptocurrency but also 

a Community’s lifestyle, backbone and commercial foundation for the internet. Decentralized digital 

currencies like Xeonbit  is becoming a normal part of daily life. According to Cointelegraph with using 

Peer-to-Peer technology ensures that every user’s accounts and transactions are out of reach to any prying 

eyes. This feature is known as “ Ring Signatures” This means public keys are shuffled in order to ensure that 

particular users cannot be identified once a transaction has taken place. Xeonbit says this is not at the 

expense of speed, scalability or security. 

Official Video:  https://youtu.be/VwdppfWxjV0
  https://youtu.be/3gl3F6qKxuA
  https://youtu.be/_sjIhI_VPOs

Review:   https://youtu.be/hgphobTDtb8
     https://youtu.be/b0vOHQOO228
     https://youtu.be/jXq_OtCLBws

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXq_OtCLBws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0vOHQOO228
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgphobTDtb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwdppfWxjV0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gl3F6qKxuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sjIhI_VPOs
https://cointelegraph.com/tags/google
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Type: PoW algorithm  CryptoNight

Max supply: ~18.4 million

Emission: ~10.0 million

Block reward: smoothly varying

Block time: 240 seconds

Difficulty: retargets at every block

Current Price: $0.00560146

Trading Volume:  $5,348.69

Xeonbit/Bitcoin Ratio: 1 BTC = 1432102.73 XNB

Exchanges:

P2PB2B

Graviex

Stex

Information Listing:

Virtual POS (Proof Of Stake)

Total Supply: 300,000,000 XNS

Circulation after Token Sales: 30,000,000 XNS 

(10% Total Supply)

Decimal: 18

Type: Ethereum ERC20 and BEP2 Binance Chain

Token Tracker: Estimate IEO Initial Price: $0.13

Token Tracker on Etherscan

Token Tracker on Binance Chain

Proposal Listing Transactions

Assest on Binance Chain

Mobile Wallet Available:

Trust Wallet

Infinito Wallet

Eidoo Wallet

Enjin Wallet 

(And more wallets that accepts with ERC20 and 
BEP2 protocol)

Xeonbit Token (XNS) Faucet 

GET FREE XNS

Est Value : 1 XNS = $0.13

Rate : 4.9/5.0

Faucet Link : http://bit.ly/FaucetForm

    Sign Up On Website and KYC

    Complete Simple Tasks

    Submit Your Details

Please PM in our Telegram Community 
Group ( t.me/xeonbitgroup ) for accepting.

Faucet XNS

Xeonbit (XNB) Xeonbit Token (XNS)

https://explorer.binance.org/asset/XNS-760
https://p2pb2b.io/trade/XNB_BTC
https://graviex.net/markets/xnbbtc?pinned=true
https://app.stex.com/en/basic-trade/pair/BTC/XNB
https://t.me/xeonbitgroup
https://xeonbit.com/virtual-pos-proof-of-stake-for-xnb-holders-and-miners/
https://bit.ly/FaucetForm
https://explorer.binance.org/tx/0867139BB862B30BF73AACDA41C3FA9421C7E645BC57ABA9B4E9A52CADFF1497
https://explorer.binance.org/asset/XNS-760
https://etherscan.io/token/0x79c71d3436f39ce382d0f58f1b011d88100b9d91
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https://xeonbit.com/team/richard-d/
https://t.me/rd_xeonbit
https://twitter.com/rd_xeonbit
https://xeonbit.com/our-team/#
https://xeonbit.com/team/angel-lee/
https://www.t.me/louishillton
https://twitter.com/louishillton
https://xeonbit.com/team/louis-h/
https://t.me/StayMotivated2017
https://xeonbit.com/team/adrian-n/
https://www.facebook.com/nikolasb.37
https://www.twitter.com/nikolasb37
https://xeonbit.com/team/nikolas-b/
https://t.me/thuhoabitcoin
https://xeonbit.com/team/thuhoa/
https://t.me/yaroslavskriaga
https://xeonbit.com/team/yaroslav-skriaga/
https://twitter.com/kinotimanoti
https://t.me/kinoti_e
https://xeonbit.com/team/edwin-kitonti/
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For more information about the Project, please visit the following links:

Website:  https://xeonbit.com/

Email:  contact@xeonbit.com

Facebook:  https://fb.com/xeonbit

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/xeonbit

LinkedIn:     https://www.linkedin.com/company/xeonbitproject/

Telegram:   https://t.me/xeonbitgroup 

Telegram Channel:   t.me/xeonbitchannel

Whitepaper XNB:   https://bit.ly/2XuEGWi 

Whitepaper XNS:    https://bit.ly/2IjrWNR 

Discord:   https://discord.gg/HYcJPFG

Reddit:   https://www.reddit.com/r/Xeonbit/

Bitcoin Talk:   https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5067655.0

GitHub:   https://github.com/xeonbit-project/xeonbit

YouTube:   https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn04eVg2x_j7BjuSoV1mC0g

Media Link:  

https://cointelegraph.com/news/platform-allows-users-to-send-and-receive-cryptocurrency-with-gadg

et-of-their-choice

https://cointelegraph.com/press-releases/xeonbit-announces-application-to-list-asset-xeonbit-token-x

ns-and-submit-proposal-listing-on-binance-dex

https://binancefair.com/sponsor
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